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Abstract
H.264/AVC, the result of the collaboration between the ISO/IEC
Moving Picture Experts Group and the ITU-T Video Coding
Experts Group, is the latest standard for video coding. The goals
of this standardization effort were enhanced compression efficiency, network friendly video representation for interactive
(video telephony) and non-interactive applications (broadcast,
streaming, storage, video on demand). H.264/AVC provides
gains in compression efficiency of up to 50% over a wide range
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of bit rates and video resolutions compared to previous standards. Compared to previous standards, the decoder complexity
is about four times that of MPEG-2 and two times that of
MPEG-4 Visual Simple Profile. This paper provides an overview
of the new tools, features and complexity of H.264/AVC.
Index Terms—H.263, H.264, JVT, MPEG-1, MPEG-2,
MPEG-4, standards, video coding, motion compensation,
transform coding, streaming
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1. Introduction
he new video coding standard Recommendation
H.264 of ITU-T also known as International Standard 14496-10 or MPEG-4 part 10 Advanced Video
Coding (AVC) of ISO/IEC [1] is the latest standard in a
sequence of the video coding standards H.261 (1990) [2],
MPEG-1 Video (1993) [3], MPEG-2 Video (1994) [4], H.263
(1995, 1997) [5], MPEG-4 Visual or part 2 (1998) [6]. These
previous standards reflect the technological progress in
video compression and the adaptation of video coding to
different applications and networks. Applications range
from video telephony (H.261) to consumer video on CD
(MPEG-1) and broadcast of standard definition or high
definition TV (MPEG-2). Networks used for video communications include switched networks such as PSTN
(H.263, MPEG-4) or ISDN (H.261) and packet networks like

ATM (MPEG-2, MPEG-4), the Internet (H.263, MPEG-4) or
mobile networks (H.263, MPEG-4). The importance of new
network access technologies like cable modem, xDSL,
and UMTS created demand for the new video coding standard H.264/AVC, providing enhanced video compression
performance in view of interactive applications like video
telephony requiring a low latency system and non-interactive applications like storage, broadcast, and streaming
of standard definition TV where the focus is on high coding efficiency. Special consideration had to be given to the
performance when using error prone networks like mobile
channels (bit errors) for UMTS and GSM or the Internet
(packet loss) over cable modems, or xDSL. Comparing the
H.264/AVC video coding tools like multiple reference
frames, 1/4 pel motion compensation, deblocking filter or
integer transform to the tools of previous video coding
standards, H.264/AVC brought in
the most algorithmic discontinuSource
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ities in the evolution of standardEncoding
Pre-Processing
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ized video coding. At the same time,
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Figure 1. Scope of video coding standardization: Only the syntax and semantics of
the bitstream and its decoding are defined.
Video Team (JVT) in December
2001 to develop this H.264/AVC
video coding standard.
H.264/AVC was finalized in
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March 2003 and approved
by the ITU-T in May 2003.
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Figure 3. Generalized block diagram of a hybrid video encoder with motion compensation: The adaptive deblocking filter and
intra-frame prediction are two new tools of H.264.
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Figure 4. Generalized block diagram of a hybrid video decoder with motion compensation.
video which gets displayed after an optional post-processing step which might for any communications standard—interoperability.
include format conversion, filtering to suppress coding
For efficient transmission in different environments
artifacts, error concealment, or video enhancement.
not only coding efficiency is relevant, but also the seamThe standard defines the syntax and semantics of the less and easy integration of the coded video into all curbit stream as well as the processing that the decoder rent and future protocol and network architectures. This
needs to perform when decoding the bit stream into includes the public Internet with best effort delivery, as
video. Therefore, manufactures of video decoders can well as wireless networks expected to be a major applicaonly compete in areas like cost and hardware require- tion for the new video coding standard. The adaptation of
ments. Optional post-processing of the decoded video is the coded video representation or bitstream to different
another area where different manufactures will provide transport networks was typically defined in the systems
competing tools to create a decoded video stream opti- specification in previous MPEG standards or separate
mized for the targeted application. The standard does not standards like H.320 or H.324. However, only the close
define how encoding or other video pre-processing is per- integration of network adaptation and video coding can
formed thus enabling manufactures to compete with their bring the best possible performance of a video communiencoders in areas like cost, coding efficiency, error cation system. Therefore H.264/AVC consists of two conresilience and error recovery, or hardware requirements. ceptual layers (Figure 2). The video coding layer (VCL)
At the same time, the standardization of the bit stream defines the efficient representation of the video, and the
and the decoder preserves the fundamental requirement network adaptation layer (NAL) converts the VCL repreFIRST QUARTER 2004
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Figure 5. Partitioning of an image into several slices.

sentation into a format suitable for specific transport layers or storage media. For circuit-switched transport like
H.320, H.324M or MPEG-2, the NAL delivers the coded
video as an ordered stream of bytes containing start
codes such that these transport layers and the decoder
can robustly and simply identify the structure of the bit
stream. For packet switched networks like RTP/IP or
TCP/IP, the NAL delivers the coded video in packets without these start codes.
This paper gives an overview of the working, performance and hardware requirements of H.264/AVC. In Section
2, the concept of standardized video coding schemes is
introduced. In Section 3, we describe the major tools of
H.264/AVC that achieve this progress in video coding performance. Video coder optimization is not part of the
standard. However, the successful use of the encoder
requires knowledge on encoder control that is presented
in Section 4. H.264/AVC may be used for different applications with very different constraints like computational
resources, error resilience and video resolution. Section 5
describes the profiles and levels of H.264/AVC that allow
for the adaptation of the decoder complexity to different
applications. In Section 6, we give comparisons between
H.264/AVC and previous video coding standards in terms
of coding efficiency as well as hardware complexity.
H.264/AVC uses many international patents, and Section 7
paraphrases the current licensing model for the commercial use of H.264/AVC.
2. Concept of Standardized Video Coding Schemes
Standardized video coding techniques like H.263,
H.264/AVC, MPEG-1, 2, 4 are based on hybrid video coding. Figure 3 shows the generalized block diagram of such
a hybrid video encoder.
The input image is divided into macroblocks. Each
macroblock consists of the three components Y, Cr and
Cb. Y is the luminance component which represents the
brightness information. Cr and Cb represent the color
information. Due to the fact that the human eye system is
less sensitive to the chrominance than to the luminance
10
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the chrominance signals are both subsampled by a factor
of 2 in horizontal and vertical direction. Therefore, a macroblock consists of one block of 16 by 16 picture elements
for the luminance component and of two blocks of 8 by 8
picture elements for the color components.
These macroblocks are coded in Intra or Inter mode.
In Inter mode, a macroblock is predicted using motion
compensation. For motion compensated prediction a displacement vector is estimated and transmitted for each
block (motion data) that refers to the corresponding
position of its image signal in an already transmitted reference image stored in memory. In Intra mode, former
standards set the prediction signal to zero such that the
image can be coded without reference to previously sent
information. This is important to provide for error
resilience and for entry points into the bit streams
enabling random access. The prediction error, which is
the difference between the original and the predicted
block, is transformed, quantized and entropy coded. In
order to reconstruct the same image on the decoder side,
the quantized coefficients are inverse transformed and
added to the prediction signal. The result is the reconstructed macroblock that is also available at the decoder
side. This macroblock is stored in a memory. Macroblocks are typically stored in raster scan order.
With respect to this simple block diagram (Figure 3),
H.264/AVC introduces the following changes:
1. In order to reduce the block-artifacts an adaptive
deblocking filter is used in the prediction loop. The
deblocked macroblock is stored in the memory and
can be used to predict future macroblocks.
2. Whereas the memory contains one video frame in
previous standards, H.264/AVC allows storing multiple video frames in the memory.
3. In H.264/AVC a prediction scheme is used also in Intra
mode that uses the image signal of already transmitted macroblocks of the same image in order to predict the block to code.
4. The Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) used in former
standards is replaced by an integer transform.
Figure 4 shows the generalized block diagram of the
corresponding decoder. The entropy decoder decodes
the quantized coefficients and the motion data, which is
used for the motion compensated prediction. As in the
encoder, a prediction signal is obtained by intra-frame or
motion compensated prediction, which is added to the
inverse transformed coefficients. After deblocking filtering, the macroblock is completely decoded and stored in
the memory for further predictions.
In H.264/AVC, the macroblocks are processed in so
called slices whereas a slice is usually a group of macroblocks processed in raster scan order (see Figure 5). In
special cases, which will be discussed in Section 3.6, the
FIRST QUARTER 2004
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Figure 6. Three out of nine possible intra prediction modes for the intra prediction type INTRA_4×4.

processing can differ from the raster scan order. Five different slice-types are supported which are I-, P-, B-, SI,and SP-slices. In an I-slice, all macroblocks are encoded in
Intra mode. In a P-slice, all macroblocks are predicted
using a motion compensated prediction with one reference frame and in a B-slice with two reference frames. SIand SP-slices are specific slices that are used for an efficient switching between two different bitstreams. They
are both discussed in Section 3.6.
For the coding of interlaced video, H.264/AVC supports two different coding modes. The first one is called
frame mode. In the frame mode, the two fields of one
frame are coded together as if they were one single progressive frame. The second mode is called field mode. In
this mode, the two fields of a frame are encoded separately. These two different coding modes can be selected
for each image or even for each macroblock. If they are
selected for each image, the coding is referred to as picture adaptive field/frame coding (P-AFF). Whereas MPEG-2
allows for selecting the frame/field coding on a macroblock level H.264 allow for selecting this mode on a vertical macroblock pair level. This coding is referred to as
macroblock-adaptive frame/field coding (MB-AFF). The
choice of the frame mode is efficient for regions that are
not moving. In non-moving regions there are strong statistical dependencies between adjacent lines even though
these lines belong to different fields. These dependencies
can be exploited in the frame mode. In the case of moving
regions the statistical dependencies between adjacent
lines are much smaller. It is more efficient to apply the
field mode and code the two fields separately.
3. The H.264/AVC Coding Scheme
In this Section, we describe the tools that make H.264
such a successful video coding scheme. We discuss Intra
coding, motion compensated prediction, transform coding, entropy coding, the adaptive deblocking filter as well
as error robustness and network friendliness.
FIRST QUARTER 2004

3.1 Intra Prediction
Intra prediction means that the samples of a macroblock
are predicted by using only information of already transmitted macroblocks of the same image. In H.264/AVC,
two different types of intra prediction are possible for
the prediction of the luminance component Y.
The first type is called INTRA_4×4 and the second one
INTRA_16×16. Using the INTRA_4×4 type, the macroblock, which is of the size 16 by 16 picture elements
(16×16), is divided into sixteen 4×4 subblocks and a prediction for each 4×4 subblock of the luminance signal is
applied individually. For the prediction purpose, nine different prediction modes are supported. One mode is DCprediction mode, whereas all samples of the current 4×4
subblock are predicted by the mean of all samples neighboring to the left and to the top of the current block and
which have been already reconstructed at the encoder
and at the decoder side (see Figure 6, Mode 2). In addition
to DC-prediction mode, eight prediction modes each for a
specific prediction direction are supported. All possible
directions are shown in Figure 7. Mode 0 (vertical prediction) and Mode 1 (horizontal prediction) are shown
explicitly in Figure 6. For example, if the vertical prediction mode is applied all samples below sample A (see Figure 6) are predicted by sample A, all samples below
sample B are predicted by sample B and so on.
Using the type INTRA_16×16, only one prediction
mode is applied for the whole macroblock. Four different
prediction modes are supported for the type
INTRA_16×16: Vertical prediction, horizontal prediction,
DC-prediction and plane-prediction. Hereby plane-prediction uses a linear function between the neighboring samples to the left and to the top in order to predict the
current samples. This mode works very well in areas of a
gently changing luminance. The mode of operation of
these modes is the same as the one of the 4×4 prediction
modes. The only difference is that they are applied for the
whole macroblock instead of for a 4×4 subblock. The effiIEEE CIRCUITS AND SYSTEMS MAGAZINE
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ciency of these modes is high if the signal is very smooth
within the macroblock.
The intra prediction for the chrominance signals Cb
and Cr of a macroblock is similar to the INTRA_16×16
type for the luminance signal because the chrominance
signals are very smooth in most cases. It is performed
always on 8×8 blocks using vertical prediction, horizontal prediction, DC-prediction or plane-prediction. All intra
prediction modes are explained in detail in [1].
3.2 Motion Compensated Prediction
In case of motion compensated prediction macroblocks
are predicted from the image signal of already transmitted reference images. For this purpose, each macroblock
can be divided into smaller partitions. Partitions with
luminance block sizes of 16×16, 16×8, 8×16, and 8×8
samples are supported. In case of an 8×8 sub-macroblock
in a P-slice, one additional syntax element specifies if the
corresponding 8×8 sub-macroblock is further divided
into partitions with block sizes of 8×4, 4×8 or 4×4 [8].
The partitions of a macroblock and a sub-macroblock are
shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 7. Possible prediction directions for INTRA_4×4 mode.
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In former standards as MPEG-4 or H.263, only blocks of
the size 16×16 and 8×8 are supported. A displacement
vector is estimated and transmitted for each block, refers
to the corresponding position of its image signal in an
already transmitted reference image. In former MPEG
standards this reference image is the most recent preceding image. In H.264/AVC it is possible to refer to several preceding images. For this purpose, an additional
picture reference parameter has to be transmitted together with the motion vector. This technique is denoted as
motion-compensated prediction with multiple reference
frames [9]. Figure 9 illustrates the concept that is also
extended to B-slices.
The accuracy of displacement vectors is a quarter of a
picture element (quarter-pel or 1/4-pel). Such displacement vectors with fractional-pel resolution may refer to
positions in the reference image, which are spatially
located between the sampled positions of its image signal. In order to estimate and compensate fractional-pel
displacements, the image signal of the reference image
has to be generated on sub-pel positions by interpolation.
In H.264/AVC the luminance signal at half-pel positions is
generated by applying a one-dimensional 6-tap FIR filter,
which was designed to reduce aliasing components that
deteriorate the interpolation and the motion compensated prediction [8]. By averaging the luminance signal at
integer- and half-pel positions the image signal at quarterpel positions is generated. The chrominance signal at all
fractional-pel positions is obtained by averaging.
In comparison to prior video-coding standards, the
classical concept of B-pictures is extended to a generalized B-slice concept in H.264/AVC. In the classical concept,
B-pictures are pictures that are encoded using both past
and future pictures as references. The prediction is
obtained by a linear combination of forward and backward prediction signals. In former standards, this linear
combination is just an averaging of the two prediction signals whereas H.264/AVC allows arbitrary weights. In this
generalized concept, the linear combination of prediction
signals is also made regardless of the temporal direction.
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Figure 8. Partitioning of
a macroblock and a submacroblock for motion
compensated prediction.
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For example, a linear combination of two forward-prediction signals may be used (see Figure 9). Furthermore,
using H.264/AVC it is possible to use images containing Bslices as reference images for further predictions which
was not possible in any former standard. Details on this
generalized B-slice concept, which is also known as multihypothesis motion-compensated prediction can be found
in [10], [11], [12].

of the luminance component. Finally, blocks “16” and “17”
comprise the DC coefficients and blocks “18”–“25” the AC
coefficients of the chrominance components.
Compared to a DCT, all applied integer transforms have
only integer numbers ranging from −2 to 2 in the transform matrix (see Figure 10). This allows computing the
transform and the inverse transform in 16-bit arithmetic
using only low complex shift, add, and subtract operations. In the case of a Hadamard transform, only add and
subtract operations are necessary. Furthermore, due to
the exclusive use of integer operations mismatches of the
inverse transform are completely avoided which was not
the case in former standards and caused problems.
All coefficients are quantized by a scalar quantizer.
The quantization step size is chosen by a so called quantization parameter QP which supports 52 different quantization parameters. The step size doubles with each
increment of 6 of QP. An increment of QP by 1 results in
an increase of the required data rate of approximately
12.5%. The transform is explained in detail in [15].

3.3 Transform Coding
Similar to former standards transform coding is applied
in order to code the prediction error signal. The task of
the transform is to reduce the spatial redundancy of the
prediction error signal. For the purpose of transform
coding, all former standards such as MPEG-1 and MPEG2 applied a two dimensional Discrete Cosine Transform
(DCT) [13] of the size 8×8. Instead of the DCT, different
integer transforms are applied in H.264/ AVC. The size of
these transforms is mainly 4×4, in special cases 2×2.
This smaller block size of 4×4 instead of 8×8 enables the
encoder to better adapt the prediction error coding to
the boundaries of moving objects, to match the
transform block size with the smallest block
Images to Code
Already Decoded Images as Reference
size of the motion compensation, and to generally better adapt the transform to the local prediction error signal.
dt = 2
Three different types of transforms are used.
dt = 1
The first type is applied to all samples of all predt = 3
diction error blocks of the luminance component
Y and also for all blocks of both chrominance
components Cb and Cr regardless of whether
motion compensated prediction or intra predicFigure 9. Motion-compensated prediction with multiple reference
tion was used. The size of this transform is 4×4.
images. In addition to the motion vector, also an image reference
Its transform matrix H1 is shown in Figure 10.
parameter dt is transmitted.
If the macroblock is predicted using the type
INTRA_16×16, the second transform, a
Hadamard transform with matrix H2 (see Figure
10), is applied in addition to the first one. It
1 1
1
1
1 1
1
1
transforms all 16 DC coefficients of the already
1 1
H1 = 2 1 –1 –2
H2 = 1 1 –1 –1
H3 =
transformed blocks of the luminance signal. The
1 –1 –1
1
1 –1 –1
1
1 –1
size of this transform is also 4×4.
1 –2
2 –1
1 –1
1 –1
The third transform is also a Hadamard
Figure 10. Matrices H1, H2 and H3 of the three different transforms
transform but of size 2×2. It is used for the
applied
in H.264/AVC.
transform of the 4 DC coefficients of each
chrominance component. Its matrix H3 is shown
in Figure 10.
3.4 Entropy Coding Schemes
The transmission order of all coefficients is shown in H.264/AVC specifies two alternative methods of entropy
Figure 11. If the macroblock is predicted using the intra coding: a low-complexity technique based on the usage of
prediction type INTRA_16×16 the block with the label context-adaptively switched sets of variable length
“−1” is transmitted first. This block contains the DC coef- codes, so-called CAVLC, and the computationally more
ficients of all blocks of the luminance component. After- demanding algorithm of context-based adaptive binary
wards all blocks labeled “0”–“25” are transmitted whereas arithmetic coding (CABAC). Both methods represent
blocks “0”–“15” comprise all AC coefficients of the blocks major improvements in terms of coding efficiency comFIRST QUARTER 2004
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CAVLC is the baseline entropy
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4
ally customized mappings is
(Only for
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applied to all syntax elements
16 x 16_INTRA
except those related to quantized
Cb
Cr
Mode)
8
9
12 13
transform coefficients. For the lat10 11 14 15
ter, a more sophisticated coding
Chrominance Signals
scheme is applied. As shown in the
Luminance Signal Y
example of Figure 12, a given block
of transform coefficients is first
Figure 11. Transmission order of all coefficients of a macroblock [14].
mapped on a 1-D array according
to a predefined scanning pattern.
pared to the techniques of statistical coding traditionally Typically, after quantization a block contains only a few
used in prior video coding standards. In those earlier significant, i.e., nonzero coefficients, where, in addition, a
methods, specifically tailored but fixed variable length predominant occurrence of coefficient levels with magnicodes (VLCs) were used for each syntax element or sets tude equal to 1, so-called trailing 1’s (T1), is observed at
of syntax elements whose representative probability dis- the end of the scan. Therefore, as a preamble, first the
tributions were assumed to be closely matching. In any number of nonzero coefficients and the number of T1s
case, it was implicitly assumed that the underlying statis- are transmitted using a combined codeword, where one
tics are stationary, which however in practice is seldom out of four VLC tables are used based on the number of
the case. Especially residual data in a motion-compensat- significant levels of neighboring blocks. Then, in the seced predictive coder shows a highly non-stationary statis- ond step, sign and level value of significant coefficients
tical behavior, depending on the video content, the are encoded by scanning the list of coefficients in revers
coding conditions and the accuracy of the prediction order. By doing so, the VLC for coding each individual
model. By incorporating context modeling in their level value is adapted on the base of the previously
entropy coding framework, both methods of H.264/AVC encoded level by choosing among six VLC tables. Finally,
offer a high degree of adaptation to the underlying the zero quantized coefficients are signaled by transmitsource, even though at a different complexity-compres- ting the total number of zeros before the last nonzero
sion trade-off.
level for each block, and additionally, for each significant
level the corresponding
run, i.e., the number of
4 x 4 Block of Quantized
Array of Scanned Quantized
consecutive preceding
Transform Coefficients
Transform Coefficients
zeros. By monitoring the
maximum possible number of zeros at each coding stage, a suitable VLC
is chosen for the coding
of each run value. A total
number of 32 different
VLCs are used in CAVLC
CABAC
CAVLC
entropy coding mode,
Preamble
Number signif. coeff: 5
Coded Block Flag: 1
where, however, the
Trailing 1’s (T1): 3
Signif. Coeff. Flag: 1,1,0,1,0,1,1
structure of some of
Last Coeff. Flag: 0,0,0,0,1
these VLCs enables simReverse
Sign T1: –1,1,1
ple on-line calculation of
Precoded
Levels: 2,1
Magnitude of Levels: 1,1,1,2,1
any code word without
Syntax
Total Zeros: 2
Level Signs: –1,1,1,1,1
recourse to the storage of
Elements
Run Before: 0, 1, 1, (0)
code tables. For typical
coding conditions and
Figure 12. Precoding a block of quantized transform coefficients.
test material, bit rate
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reductions of 2–7% are obtained by CAVLC relative to a
conventional run-length scheme based on a single ExpGolomb code.
For significantly improved coding efficiency, CABAC as
the alternative entropy coding mode of H.264/AVC is the
method of choice (Figure 13). As shown in Figure 13, the
CABAC design is based on the key elements: binarization,
context modeling, and binary arithmetic coding. Binarization enables efficient binary arithmetic coding via a
unique mapping of non-binary syntax elements to a
sequence of bits, a so-called bin string. Each element of
this bin string can either be processed in the regular coding mode or the bypass mode. The latter is chosen for
selected bins such as for the sign information or lower
significant bins, in order to speedup the whole encoding
(and decoding) process by means of a simplified coding
engine bypass. The regular coding mode provides the
actual coding benefit, where a bin may be context modeled and subsequently arithmetic encoded. As a design
decision, in general only the most probable bin of a syntax element is supplied with a context model using previously encoded bins. Moreover, all regular encoded bins
are adapted by estimating their actual probability distribution. The probability estimation and the actual binary
arithmetic coding is conducted using a multiplication-free
method that enables efficient implementations in hardware and software. Note that for coding of transform coefficients, CABAC is applied to specifically designed syntax
elements, as shown in the example of Figure 12. Typically,
CABAC provides bit rate reductions of 5–15% compared
to CAVLC. More details on CABAC can be found in [16].
3.5 Adaptive Deblocking Filter
The block-based structure of the H.264/AVC architecture
containing 4×4 transforms and block-based motion compensation, can be the source of severe blocking artifacts.
Filtering the block edges has been shown to be a powerful tool to reduce the visibility of these artifacts. Deblocking can in principle be carried out as post-filtering,

influencing only the pictures to be displayed. Higher visual quality can be achieved though, when the filtering
process is carried out in the coding loop, because then all
involved past reference frames used for motion compensation will be the filtered versions of the reconstructed
frames. Another reason to make deblocking a mandatory
in-loop tool in H.264/AVC is to enforce a decoder to
approximately deliver a quality to the customer, which
was intended by the producer and not leaving this basic
picture enhancement tool to the optional good will of the
decoder manufacturer.
The filter described in the H.264/AVC standard is highly
adaptive. Several parameters and thresholds and also the
local characteristics of the picture itself control the
strength of the filtering process. All involved thresholds are
quantizer dependent, because blocking artifacts will always
become more severe when quantization gets coarse.
H.264/MPEG-4 AVC deblocking is adaptive on three
levels:
■ On slice level, the global filtering strength can be
adjusted to the individual characteristics of the
video sequence.
■ On block edge level, the filtering strength is made
dependent on inter/intra prediction decision,
motion differences, and the presence of coded
residuals in the two participating blocks. From
these variables a filtering-strength parameter is
calculated, which can take values from 0 to 4 causing modes from no filtering to very strong filtering
of the involved block edge.
■ On sample level, it is crucially important to be
able to distinguish between true edges in the
image and those created by the quantization of
the transform-coefficients. True edges should be
left unfiltered as much as possible. In order to
separate the two cases, the sample values across
every edge are analyzed. For an explanation
denote the sample values inside two neighboring
4×4 blocks as p3 , p2 , p1 , p0 | q0 , q1 , q2 , q3 with the
Bin Value for Context Model Update
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Figure 13. CABAC block diagram.
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actual boundary between p0 and q0 as shown in
Figure 14. Filtering of the two pixels p0 and q0 only
takes place, if their absolute difference falls below
a certain threshold α . At the same time, absolute
pixel differences on each side of the edge
(|p1 − p0 | and |q1 − q0 |) have to fall below
another threshold β, which is considerably smaller than α. To enable filtering of p1 (q1 ), additionally the absolute difference between p0 and p2 (q0
and q2 ) has to be smaller than β. The dependency
of α and β on the quantizer, links the strength of
filtering to the general quality of the reconstructed picture prior to filtering. For small quantizer
values the thresholds both become zero, and filtering is effectively turned off altogether.
All filters can be calculated without multiplications
or divisions to minimize the processor load involved in
filtering. Only additions and shifts are needed. If filtering
is turned on for p0 , the impulse response of the involved
filter would in principle be (0, 1, 4, | 4, −1, 0) / 8. For p1
it would be (4, 0, 2, | 2, 0, 0) / 8. The term in principle
means that the maximum changes allowed for p0 and p1
(q0 and q1 ) are clipped to relatively small quantizer
dependent values, reducing the low pass characteristic
of the filter in a nonlinear manner.
Intra coding in H.264/AVC tends to use INTRA_16×16
prediction modes when coding nearly uniform image
areas. This causes small amplitude blocking artifacts at
the macro block boundaries which are perceived as
abrupt steps in these cases. To compensate the resulting
tiling artifacts, very strong low pass filtering is applied on
boundaries between two macro blocks with smooth image
content. This special filter also involves pixels p3 and q3 .
In general deblocking results in bit rate savings of
around 6–9% at medium qualities. More remarkable are
the improvements in subjective picture quality. A more

q3

q0

β

q1

q2

a

β
p3

p2

p0
p1
Block Edge

Figure 14. One-dimensional visualization of a block edge in a
typical situation where the filter would be turned on.
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concise description of the H.264/AVC deblocking scheme
can be found in [17].
3.6 Error Robustness and Network Friendliness
For efficient transmission in different environments, the
seamless and easy integration of the coded video into all
current and future protocol and network architectures is
important. Therefore, both the VCL and the NAL are part
of the H.264/AVC standard (Figure 2). The VCL specifies
an efficient representation for the coded video signal. The
NAL defines the interface between the video codec itself
and the outside world. It operates on NAL units which
give support to the packet-based approach of most existing networks. In addition to the NAL concept, the VCL
itself includes several features providing network friendliness and error robustness being essential especially for
real-time services such as streaming, multicasting, and
conferencing applications due to online transmission and
decoding. The H.264/AVC Hypothetical Reference Decoder
(HRD) [18] places constraints on encoded NAL unit
streams in order to enable cost-effective decoder implementations by introducing a multiple-leaky-bucket model.
Lossy and variable bit rate (VBR) channels such as the
Internet or wireless links require channel-adaptive
streaming or multi-casting technologies. Among others
[19], channel-adaptive packet dependency control [20]
and packet scheduling [21] allow reacting to these channels when transmitting pre-encoded video streams.
These techniques are supported in H.264/AVC by various
means, namely frame dropping of non-reference frames
resulting in well-known temporal scalability, the multiple
reference frame concept in combination with generalized
B-pictures allowing a huge flexibility on frame dependencies to be exploited for temporal scalability and rate
shaping of encoded video, and the possibility of switching between different bit streams which are encoded at
different bit rates. This technique is called version
switching. It can be applied at Instantaneous Decoder
Refresh (IDR) frames, or, even more efficiently by the
usage of switching pictures which allow identical reconstruction of frames even when different reference frames
are being used. Thereby, switching-predictive (SP) pictures
efficiently exploit motion-compensated prediction whereas switching-intra (SI) pictures can exactly reconstruct SP
pictures. The switching between two bit streams using SI
and SP pictures is illustrated in Figure 15 and Figure 16.
Switching pictures can also be applied for error resilience
purposes as well as other features, for details see [22].
Whereas for relaxed-delay applications such as download-and-play, streaming, and broadcast/multicast, residual errors can usually be avoided by applying powerful
forward error correction and retransmission protocols,
the low delay requirements for conversational applicaFIRST QUARTER 2004

tions impose additional challenges as transmission errors advanced decoder error concealment methods [25]. A
due to congestions and link-layer imperfectness can gen- slice is a sequence of macroblocks within one slice group
erally not be avoided. Therefore, these video applications and provides spatially distinct resynchronization points
require error resilience features. The H.264/AVC standardi- within the video data for a single frame. No intra-frame
zation process acknowledged thisby adopting a set of prediction takes place across slice boundaries. However,
common test conditions for IP based transmission [23]. Anchor video sequences,
appropriate bit rates and evaluation criteria
are specified. In the following we briefly present different error resilience features includP2,n–1
S2,n
P2,n+1
P2,n+2
P2,n–2
ed in the standard, for more details we refer
to [24] and [7]. The presentation is accompanied by Figure 18 showing results for a representative selection of the common Internet
Bit Stream 2
test conditions, namely for the QCIF
sequence Foreman 10 seconds are encoded
S12,n
at a frame rate of 7.5 fps applying only temporally backward referencing motion compensation. The resulting total bit rate
including a 40 byte IP/UDP/RTP header
matches exactly 64 kbit/s. As performance
measure the average luminance peak signal
P1,n–2
P1,n–1
S1,n
P1,n+1
P1,n+2
to noise ratio (PSNR) is chosen and sufficient
statistics are obtained by transmitting at
least 10000 data packets for each experiment
as well as applying a simple packet loss simBit Stream 1
ulator and Internet error patterns1 as specified in [23].
Figure 15. Switching between bit streams by using SI-Frames (from [22]).
Although common understanding usually
assumes that increased compression efficiency decreases error resilience, the opposite is
the case if applied appropriately. As higher
compression allows using additional bit rate
for forward error correction, the loss probaP2,n+2
P2,n–1
S2,n
P2,n+1
P2,n–2
bility of highly compressed data can be
reduced assuming a constant overall bit rate.
All other error resilience tools discussed in
the following generally increase the data rate
Bit Stream 2
at the same quality, and, therefore, their
application should always be considered
S12,n
very carefully in order not to effect adversely
compression efficiency, especially if lower
layer error protection is applicable. This can
be seen for packet error rate 0 in Figure 18.
Slice structured coding reduces packet loss
probability and the visual degradation from
P1,n–2
P1,n–1
S1,n
P1,n+1
P1,n+2
packet losses, especially in combination with
1 The Internet error pattern has been captured from
real-world measurements and results in packet loss
rates of approximately 3%, 5%, 10%, and 20%. These
error probabilities label the packet error rate in Figure
18. Note that the 5% error file is burstier than the others resulting in somewhat unexpected results.
FIRST QUARTER 2004

Bit Stream 1
Figure 16. Switching between bit streams by using SP-Frames (from [22]).
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Average Y–PSNR in dB

Therefore,
macroblocks might be transmitted out of raster scan
order in a flexible and
Slice Group 0 Slice Group 1
Slice Group 0
efficient way. Specific
macroblock allocation
Slice Group 1
maps enable the efficient
application of features
Slice Group 2
such as slice interleaving, dispersed macroblock allocation using
Figure 17. Division of an image into several slice groups using Flexible Macroblock Ordering (FMO).
checkerboard-like patterns, one or several
foreground slice groups
and one left-over back36
ground slice groups, or
Foreman, QCIF, 7.6 fps, 64 kbit/s
sub-pictures within a
34
picture to support, e.g.,
isolated regions [26]. Fig32
ure 18 shows increased
performance for FMO
30
with checkerboard pattern for increasing error
rate when compared to
28
the abandoning of error
resilience features.
26
Arbitrary slice ordering (ASO) allows that the
No Error Resilience
20% Random Intra
24
decoding order of slices
Channel Adaptive Intra
FMO Checkerboard 2
within a picture may not
FMO CB 2 with 20% RI
follow the constraint that
FMO
CB
2
with
CAI
22
Feedback with Delay 2
the address of the first
macroblock within a slice
20
is monotonically increas0
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
ing within the NAL unit
Packet Error Rate in %
stream for a picture. This
Figure 18. Average Y-PSNR over packet error rate (burstiness at 5% error rate is higher than for
permits, for example, to
other error rates) for Foreman, QCIF, 7.5 fps, 64 kbit/s and different error resilience tools in
reduce decoding delay in
H.264/AVC: no error resilience with one packet per frame, additional 20% random intra (RI)
case of out-of-order delivupdate, channel adaptive intra (CAI) update, each feature combined with FMO checkerboard pattern with 2 packets per frame (i.e., macroblocks with odd addresses in slice group 1, with even
ery of NAL units.
addresses in slice group 2), and feedback system with a 2-frame delayed (about 250 ms) decoder
Data
Partitioning
channel information at the encoder.
allows up to three partitions for the transmisthe loss of intra-frame prediction and the increased over- sion of coded information. Rather than just providing two
head associated with decreasing slice sizes adversely partitions, one for the header and the motion information,
affect coding performance. Especially for wireless trans- and one for the coded transform coefficients, H.264/AVC
mission a careful selection of the packet size is necessary can generate three partitions by separating the second
[7].
partition in intra and inter information. This allows assignAs a more advanced feature, Flexible Macroblock ing higher priority to, in general, more important intra
Ordering (FMO) allows the specification of macroblock information. Thus, it can reduce visual artifacts resulting
allocation maps defining the mapping of macroblocks to from packet losses, especially if prioritization or unequal
slice groups, where a slice group itself may contain sev- error protection is provided by the network.
eral slices. An example is shown in Figure 17.
If despite of all these techniques, packet losses and spa18
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tio-temporal error propagation are not avoidable, quick
recovery can only be achieved when image regions are
encoded in Intra mode, i.e., without reference to a previously coded frame. H.264/AVC allows encoding of single
macroblocks for regions that cannot be predicted efficiently. This feature can also be used to limit error propagation
by transmitting a number of intra coded macroblocks anticipating transmission errors. The selection of Intra coded
MBs can be done either randomly, in certain update patterns, or preferably in channel-adaptive rate-distortion
optimized way [7], [27]. Figure 18 reveals that the introduction of intra coded macroblocks significantly improves
the performance for increased error rates and can be combined with any aforementioned error resilience features.
Thereby, channel-adaptive intra updates can provide better results than purely random intra updates, especially
over the entire range of error rates.
A redundant coded slice is a coded slice that is a part
of a redundant picture which itself is a coded representation of a picture that is not used in the decoding process
if the corresponding primary coded picture is correctly
decoded. Examples of applications and coding techniques utilizing the redundant coded picture feature
include the video redundancy coding [28] and protection
of “key pictures” in multicast streaming [29].
In bi-directional conversational applications it is common that the encoder has the knowledge of experienced
NAL unit losses at the decoder, usually with a small delay.
This small information can be conveyed from the decoder
to the encoder. Although retransmissions are not feasible
in a low-delay environment, this information is still useful
at the encoder to limit error propagation [30]. The flexibility provided by the multiple reference frame concept in
H.264/AVC allows incorporating so called NEWPRED
approaches [31] in a straight-forward manner which

address the problem of error propagation. For most successful applications, a selection of reference frames and
intra updates can be integrated in a rate-distortion optimized encoder control as discussed in Section 4 taking
into account not only video statistics, but also all available channel information [7]. Excellent results are shown
in Figure 18 applying five reference frames and feedback
delay of two frames, especially for moderate to higher
error rates. To improve the performance also for low
error rates, a combination of channel adaptive intra updates and feedback might be considered according to
[27] at the expense of increased encoding complexity.
4. Rate Constrained Encoder Control
Due to the fact that the standard defines only the bitstream syntax and the possible coding tools the coding
efficiency is dependent on the coding strategy of the
encoder, which is not part of the standard (see Figure 1).
Figure 19 shows the principle rate distortion working
points for different encoder strategies. If just the minimization of the distortion is considered for the decision
of the coding tools the achieved distortion is small but
the required rate is very high. Vice versa, if just the rate
is considered the achieved rate is small but the distortion
is high. Usually, these working points are both not
desired. Desired is a working point at which both the distortion and the rate are minimized together. This can be
achieved by using Lagrangian optimization techniques,
which are described for example in [32].
For the encoding of video sequences using the
H.264/AVC standard, Lagrangian optimization techniques
for the choice of the macroblock mode and the estimation of the displacement vector are proposed in [10], [33]
and [34].
The macroblock mode of each macroblock Sk can be

Distortion
Working Point Achieved by Minimizing Only the Rate

Working Point Achieved by Minimizing the Distortion Under a Rate Constraint

Working Point Achieved by Minimizing Only the Distortion

Rate
Figure 19. Principle rate distortion working points for different encoder strategies.
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efficiently chosen out of all possible modes Ik by minimizing the functional

D REC (Sk , Ik | Q P) + λMode · RREC (Sk , Ik | Q P) → min
Hereby the distortion D REC is measured by the sum of
squared differences (SSD) between the original signal s
and the corresponding reconstructed signal s of the
same macroblock. The SSD can be calculated by
SSD =



| s[x, y, t] − s [x, y, t] |2 .

(x,y)

The rate RREC is the rate that is required to encode
the block with the entropy coder. QP is the quantization
parameter used to adjust the quantization step size. It
ranges from 0 to 51.
The motion vectors can be efficiently estimated by
minimizing the functional

do not significantly differ from those used for compression efficiency. Features like multi-frame prediction or
macroblock intra coding are not exclusively error
resilience tools. This means that bad decisions at the
encoder can lead to poor results in coding efficiency or
error resiliency or both. The selection of the coding mode
for compression efficiency can be modified taking into
account the influence of the random lossy channel. In this
case, the encoding distortion is replaced by the expected
decoder distortion. For the computation of the expected
distortion we refer to, e.g. [27] or [35]. This method has
been applied to generate channel-adaptive results in subsection 3.6 assuming a random-lossy channel with known
error probability at the encoder.

5. Profiles and Levels of H.264/AVC
H.264/AVC has been developed to address a large range
of applications, bit rates, resolutions, qualities, and
services; in other words, H.264/AVC intends to be as
−
→
−
→
D DF D (S i , d ) + γMotion · RMotion (S i , d ) → min
generically applicable as possible. However, different
applications typically have different requirements both
with
in terms of functionalities, e.g., error resilience, compression efficiency and delay, as well as complexity (in
−
→
D DF D (S i , d )
this case, mainly decoding complexity since encoding is


2.
not standardized).
=
|s[x, y, t] − s [x, − dx , y, − dy , t − dt ] |
In order to maximize the interoperability while limiting
(x,y)
the complexity, targeting the largest deployment of the
Hereby RMotion is the rate required to transmit the motion standard, the H.264/AVC specification defines profiles and
−
→
information d , which consists of both displacement vec- levels. A profile is defined as a subset of the entire bit
tor components dx and dy and the corresponding refer- stream syntax or in other terms as a subset of the coding
ence frame number dt . The following Lagrangian tools. In order to achieve a subset of the complete syntax,
parameters lead to good results as shown in [10]:
flags, parameters, and other syntax elements are included in the bit stream that signal the presence or absence
λMode = λMotion = 0.85.2(QP−12)/3 .
of syntactic elements that occur later in the bit stream. All
decoders compliant to a certain profile must support all
As already discussed, the tools for increased error the tools in the corresponding profile.
resilience, in particular those to limit error propagation,
However, within the boundaries imposed by the syntax of a given profile, there is still a
large variation in terms of the capabilExtended
ities required of the decoders dependSI/SP Slices
ing on the values taken by some
syntax elements in the bit stream such
Main
Baseline I & P Slices
as the size of the decoded pictures.
B Slices
FMO
Diff. Block Sizes
1/4 Pel MC
For many applications, it is currently
Weighted
Red. Pictures
neither practical nor economic to
Multiple Ref. Frames CAVLC
CABAC
Prediction
Features
implement a decoder able to deal with
In-Loop Deb. Filter
Field Coding
all hypothetical uses of the syntax
ASO
Intra Prediction
within a particular profile. To address
MB-AFF
this problem, a second profiling
Data Partitioning
dimension was created for each profile: the levels. A level is a specified set
of constraints imposed on values of
Figure 20. H.264/AVC profiles and corresponding tools.
the syntax elements in the bit stream.
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These constraints may be simple limits on values or
alternatively they may take the form of constraints on
arithmetic combinations of values (e.g. picture width multiplied by picture height multiplied by number of pictures
decoded per second) [1]. In H.264/AVC, the same level
definitions are used for all profiles defined. However, if a
certain terminal supports more than one profile, there is
no obligation that the same level is supported for the various profiles. A profile and level combination specifies the
so-called conformance points, this means points of interoperability for applications with similar functional
requirements.
Summing up, profiles and levels together specify
restrictions on the bit streams and thus minimum
bounds on the decoding capabilities, making possible to
implement decoders with different limited complexity,
targeting different application domains. Encoders are
not required to make use of any specific set of tools;
they only have to produce bit streams which are compliant to the relevant profile and level combination.
To address the large range of applications considered by
H.264/AVC, three profiles have been defined (see Figure 20):
■ Baseline Profile—Typically considered the simplest profile, includes all the H.264/AVC tools with
the exception of the following tools: B-slices,
weighted prediction, field (interlaced) coding, picture/macroblock adaptive switching between
frame and field coding (MB-AFF), CABAC, SP/SI
slices and slice data partitioning. This profile typically targets applications with low complexity and
low delay requirements.
■ Main Profile—Supports together with the Baseline
profile a core set of tools (see Figure 20); however,
regarding Baseline, Main does exclude FMO, ASO
and redundant pictures features while including Bslices, weighted prediction, field (interlaced) coding, picture/macroblock adaptive switching
between frame and field coding (MB-AFF), and
CABAC. This profile typically allows the best quality at the cost of higher complexity (essentially due
to the B-slices and CABAC) and delay.
■ Extended Profile—This profile is a superset of the
Baseline profile supporting all tools in the specification with the exception of CABAC. The SP/SI slices
and slice data partitioning tools are only included in
this profile.
From Figure 20, it is clear that there is a set of tools
supported by all profiles but the hierarchical capabilities for this set of profiles are reduced to Extended being
a superset of Baseline. This means, for example, that
only certain Baseline compliant streams may be decoded by a decoder compliant with the Main profile.
Although it is difficult to establish a strong relation
FIRST QUARTER 2004

between profiles and applications (and clearly nothing
is normative in this regard), it is possible to say that
conversational services will typically use the Baseline
profile, entertainment services the Main profile, and
streaming services the Baseline or Extended profiles for
wireless or wired environments, respectively. However,
a different approach may be adopted and, for sure, may
change in time as additional complexity will become
more acceptable.
In H.264/AVC, 15 levels are specified for each profile.
Each level specifies upper bounds for the bit stream or
lower bounds for the decoder capabilities, e.g., in terms
of picture size (from QCIF to above 4k×2k), decoder processing rate (from 1485 to 983040 macroblocks per second), size of the memory for multi-picture buffers, video
bit rate (from 64 kbit/s to 240 Mbit/s), and motion vector range (from [−64, +63.75] to [−512, +511.75]). For
more detailed information on the H.264/AVC profiles and
levels, refer to Annex A of [1].
6. Comparison to Previous Standards
In this section, a comparison of H.264/AVC to other
video coding standards is given with respect to the coding efficiency (Subsection 6.1) and hardware complexity
(Subsection 6.2).
6.1 Coding Efficiency
In [10], a detailed comparison of the coding efficiency of
different video coding standards is given for video
streaming, video conferencing, and entertainment-quality
applications. All encoders are rate-distortion optimized
using rate constrained encoder control [10], [33], [34].
For video streaming and video conferencing applications,
we use test video sequences in the Common Intermediate
Format (CIF, 352 × 288 picture elements, progressive) and
in the Quarter Common Intermediate Format (QCIF,
176×144 picture elements, progressive). For entertainment-quality applications, sequences in ITU-R 601
(720×576 picture elements, interlaced) and High Definition Television (HDTV, 1280 × 720 picture elements, progressive) are used. The coding efficiency is measured by
average bit rate savings for a constant peak signal to
noise ratio (PSNR). Therefore the required bit rates of
several test sequences and different qualities are taken
into account.
For video streaming applications, H.264/AVC MP
(Main Profile), MPEG-4 Visual ASP (Advanced Simple Profile), H.263 HLP (High Latency Profile), and MPEG-2 Video
ML@MP (Main Level at Main Profile) are considered. Figure 21 shows the PSNR of the luminance component versus the average bit rate for the single test sequence
Tempete encoded at 15 Hz and Table 1 presents the average bit rate savings for a variety of test sequences and bit
IEEE CIRCUITS AND SYSTEMS MAGAZINE
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picture may be required. Motion-JPEG2000
[37] as an extension of the new still image
38
coding standard JPEG2000 provides this
37
feature along with some useful scalability
36
35
properties. When restricted to IDR frames,
34
H.264/AVC is also capable of serving the
33
needs for such a random access capability.
32
Figure 23 shows PSNR for the luminance
31
component versus average bit rate for the
30
29
ITU-R 601 test sequence Canoe encoded in
H.264/AVC MP
28
intra mode only, i.e., each field of the whole
MPEG-4 ASP
27
sequence is coded in intra mode only. InterH.263 HLP
26
estingly, the measured rate-distortion perMPEG-2
25
formance of H.264/AVC MP is better than
24
0
256
512
768
1024
1280
1536
1792
that of the state-of-the-art in still image
Bit Rate [kbit/s]
compression as exemplified by JPEG2000,
at least in this particular test case. Other
Figure 21. Luminance PSNR versus average bit rate for different coding
test cases were studied in [38] as well, leadstandards, measured for the test sequence Tempete for video streaming
ing to a general observation that up to
applications (from [36]).
1280 × 720 pel HDTV signals the pure intra
rates. It can be drawn from Table 1 that H.264/AVC out- coding performance of H.264/AVC MP is comparable or
performs all other considered encoders. For example, better than that of Motion-JPEG2000.
H.264/AVC MP allows an average bit rate saving of
about 63% compared to MPEG-2 Video and about
Table 1.
37% compared to MPEG-4 Visual ASP.
Average bit rate savings for video streaming applications (from [10]).
For video conferencing applications, H.264/AVC
Y-PSNR [dB]

Tempete CIF 15Hz

BP (Baseline Profile), MPEG-4 Visual SP (Simple
Average Bit Rate Savings Relative To:
Profile), H.263 Baseline, and H.263 CHC (ConversaCoder
MPEG-4 ASP
H.263 HLP
MPEG-2
tional High Compression) are considered. Figure
H.264/AVC MP
37.44%
47.58%
63.57%
MPEG-4 ASP
—
16.65%
42.95%
22 shows the luminance PSNR versus average bit
H.263 HLP
—
—
30.61%
rate for the single test sequence Paris encoded at
15 Hz and Table 2 presents the average bit rate savings for a variety of test sequences and bit rates.
Table 2.
As for video streaming applications, H.264/AVC
Average bit rate savings for video conferencing applications (from [10]).
outperforms all other considered encoders.
Average Bit Rate Savings Relative To:
H.264/AVC BP allows an average bit rate saving of
Coder
H.263 CHC
MPEG-4 SP
H.263 Base
about 40% compared to H.263 Baseline and about
H.264/AVC BP
27.69%
29.37%
40.59%
H.263 CHC
—
2.04%
17.63%
27% compared to H.263 CHC.
MPEG-4 SP
—
—
15.69%
For entertainment-quality applications, the average bit rate saving of H.264/AVC compared to MPEG-2
Video ML@MP and HL@MP is 45% on average [10]. A part of 6.2 Hardware Complexity
this gain in coding efficiency is due to the fact that Assessing the complexity of a new video coding standard
H.264/AVC achieves a large degree of removal of film grain is not a straightforward task: its implementation complexinoise resulting from the motion picture production process. ty heavily depends on the characteristics of the platform
However, since the perception of this noisy grain texture is (e.g., DSP processor, FPGA, ASIC) on which it is mapped. In
often considered to be desirable, the difference in per- this section, the data transfer characteristics are chosen as
ceived quality between H.264/AVC coded video and MPEG- generic, platform independent, metrics to express imple2 coded video may often be less distinct than indicated by mentation complexity. This approach is motivated by the
the PSNR-based comparisons, especially in high-quality, data dominance of multimedia applications [39]–[44].
high-resolution applications such as High-Definition DVD or
Both the size and the complexity of the specification
Digital Cinema.
and the intricate interdependencies between different
In certain applications like the professional motion H.264/AVC functionalities, make complexity assessment
picture production, random access for each individual using only the paper specification unfeasible. Hence the
22
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9% bit savings). The performance vs. cost tradeoff when using RD techniques for motion estimation and coding mode decisions inherently
depends on the other tools used. For instance,
when applied to a basic configuration with 1 reference frame and only 16×16 block size, the
resulting complexity increase is less than 40%.
■ B-frames: the influence of B frames on the access
frequency varies from −16 to +12% depending on
the test case and decreases the bit rate up to 10%.
■ CABAC: CABAC entails an access frequency
increase from 25 to 30%, compared to methods
using a single reversible VLC table for all syntax elements,. Using CABAC reduces the bit
rate up to 16%.
Paris CIF 15Hz

Y-PSNR [dB]

presented complexity analysis has been performed on
the executable C code produced by the JVT instead. As
this specification is the result of a collaborative effort, the
code unavoidably has different properties with respect to
optimisation and platform dependence. Still, it is our
experience that when using automated profiling tools
yielding detailed data transfer characteristics (such as
[45]) on similar specifications (e.g., MPEG-4) meaningful
relative complexity figures are obtained (this is also the
conclusion of [46]. The H.264/AVC JM2.1 code is used for
the reported complexity assessment experiments. Newer
versions of the executable H.264/AVC specification have
become available that also include updated tool definitions achieving a reduced complexity.
The test sequences used in the complexity assessment are: Mother & Daughter 30
Hz QCIF, Foreman 25 Hz QCIF and
39
CIF, and Mobile & Calendar 15 Hz
38
CIF (with bit rates ranging from 40
37
Kbits/s for the simple sequences
36
to 2 Mbits/s for the complex ones).
35
A fixed quantization parameter
34
setting has been assumed.
33
32
The next two subsections high31
light the main contributions to the
30
H.264/AVC complexity. Conse29
quently some general considera28
tions are presented.
27
26
25
24

H.264/AVC BP
H.263 CHC
MPEG-4 SP
H.263 Baseline

6.2.1 Complexity Analysis of
Some Major H.264/AVC Encoding
0
128
256
384
512
640
768
Tools
Bit Rate [kbit/s]
■ Variable Block Sizes: using
Figure 22. Luminance PSNR versus average bit rate for different coding standards,
variable block sizes affects
measured for the test sequence Paris for video conferencing applications (from [36]).
the access frequency in a
linear way: more than 2.5%
■ Displacement vector resolution: The encoder may
complexity increase2 for each additional mode. A
typical bit rate reduction between 4 and 20% is
choose to search for motion vectors only at 1/2
pel positions instead of 1/4 pel positions. This
achieved (for the same quality) using this tool,
results in a decrease of access frequency and prohowever, the complexity increases linearly with
cessing time of about 10%. However, use of 1/4 pel
the number of modes used, while the corresponmotion vectors increases coding efficiency up to
ding compression gain saturates.
■ Hadamard transform: the use of Hadamard cod30% except for very low bit rates.
■ Search Range: increasing both reference frame
ing results in an increase of the access frequennumbers and search size leads to higher access
cy of roughly 20%, while not significantly
frequency, up to approximately 60 times (see also
impacting the quality vs. bit rate for the test
Table 3), while it has a minimal impact on PSNR
sequences considered.
■ RD-Lagrangian optimisation: this tool comes with
and bit rate performances.
a data transfer increase in the order of 120% and
■ Multiple Reference Frames: adopting multiple referimproves PSNR (up to 0.35 dB) and bit rate (up to
ence frames increases the access frequency accord2 Complexity increases and compression improvements are relative to a comparable, meaningful configuration without the tool under consideration, see also [47].
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Table 3.
Impact of the number of reference frames and search range on the number of encoder accesses
(relative to the simplest case considered for each sequence).
Search Range
5 ref. frames
1 ref. frame

8
16.9
1

Foreman 25 Hz QCIF
16
32
24.6
55.7
2.54
8.87

8
17.5
1

ing to a linear model: 25% complexity increase for
each added frame. A negligible gain (less than 2%) in
bit rate is observed for low and medium bit rates,
but more significant savings can be achieved for
high bit rate sequences (up to 14%).
■ Deblocking filter: The mandatory use of the
deblocking filter has no measurable impact on the
encoder complexity. However, the filter provides a
significant increase in subjective picture quality.
For the encoder, the main bottleneck is the combination of multiple reference frames and large search sizes.
Speed measurements on a Pentium IV platform at 1.7 GHz
with Windows 2000 are consistent with the above conclusions (this platform is also used for the speed measurements for the decoder).

Foreman 25 Hz CIF
16
32
25.3
56.1
2.53
8.90

Mobile & Calendar 15 Hz CIF
8
16
32
16.6
23.1
48.8
1
2.49
8.49

■

Hadamard transform: the influence on the decoder of
using the Hadamard transform at the encoder is negligible in terms of memory accesses, while it increases the decoding time up to 5%.
■ Deblocking filter: The use of the mandatory
deblocking filter increases the decoder access
frequency by 6%.
■ Displacement vector resolution: In case the encoder
sends only vectors pointing to 1/2 pel positions, the
access frequency and decoding time decrease
about 15%.
6.2.3 Other Considerations
In relative terms, the encoder complexity increases with
more than one order of magnitude between MPEG-4 Part 2
(Simple Profile) and H.264/AVC (Main Profile) and with a factor of 2 for the decoder. The H.264/AVC encoder/decoder
complexity ratio is in the order of 10 for basic configurations and can grow up to 2 orders of magnitude for complex
ones, see also [47].
Our experiments have shown that, when combining
the new coding features, the relevant implementation

Y-PSNR [dB]

6.2.2 Complexity Analysis of Some Major H.264/AVC
Decoding Tools
■ CABAC: the access frequency increase due to CABAC
is up to 12%, compared to methods using a single
reversible VLC table for all syntax elements,. The
higher the bit rate, the higher the increase.
■ RD-Lagrangian optimization: the use
of Lagrangian cost functions at the
Canoe ITU-R 601, Intra Coding Only
encoder causes an average com41
plexity increase of 5% at the
40
decoder for middle and low–rates
39
while higher rate video is not affect38
ed (i.e. in this case, encoding choic37
es result in a complexity increase at
36
the decoder side).
35
■ B-frames: the influence of B-frames
34
33
on the data transfer complexity
32
increase varies depending on the
31
test case from 11 to 29%. The use
H.264/AVC MP, Intra Only
30
of B-frames has an important
29
Motion-JPEG2000
effect on the decoding time: intro28
ducing a first B-frame requires an
27
0
2
4
6
8
10
12
extra 50% cost for the very low bit
Bit Rate [Mbit/s]
rate video, 20 to 35% for medium
and high bite-rate video. The extra
Figure 23. Luminance PSNR versus average bit rate for H.264/AVC and
time required by the second BMotion-JPEG2000, measured for the ITU-R 601 test sequence Canoe for pure
frame is much lower (a few %).
intra coding.
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complexity accumulates while the global compression
efficiency saturates. An appropriate use of the
H.264/AVC tools leads to roughly the same compression
performance if all the tools would be used simultaneously, but with a considerable reduction in implementation complexity (a factor 6.5 for the encoder and up to
1.5 for the decoder). These efficient use modes are
reflected in the choice of the tools and parameter settings of the H.264/AVC profiles (see Section 5). More
information on complexity analyses that have been performed in the course of H.264/AVC standardisation can
be found in [48] [49] [50].
7. Licensing of H.264/AVC Technology
Companies and universities introducing technology into
international standards usually protect their intellectual
property with patents. When participants in the standards definition process proposed patented technology
to be included into the standard they promised to license
the use of their technology in fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory terms, the so-called RAND conditions. Essential patents describe technology that has to be
implemented in a standards-compliant decoder. The use
of patented technology requires a user of this technology
to license it from the respective owner. Given that there
are many patents used in any modern video coding standard, several companies pooled their patents into a pool
such that licensing H.264/AVC technology is easy for the
user. At this point, there are two patent pools: One is
organized by MPEG LA and the other by Via Licensing.
Since the patents covered by the two patent pools are not
precisely the same, users of H.264/AVC technology need
in principle to have a license from both patent pools.
Unfortunately, these pools do not guarantee that they
cover the entire technology of H.264 as participation of a
patent owner in a patent pool is voluntary.
MPEG LA LLC is the organization which gathered the
owners of essential patents like Columbia University, Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute of
Korea (ETRI), France Télécom, Fujitsu, LG Electronics, Matsushita, Mitsubishi, Microsoft, Motorola, Nokia, Phillips,
Robert Bosch GmbH, Samsung, Sharp, Sony, Toshiba, and
Victor Company of Japan (JVC) into a patent pool. VIA
Licensing Corporation, a subsidiary of Dolby Laboratories,
licenses essential H.264/AVC technology from companies
like Apple Computer, Dolby Laboratories, FastVDO, Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft eV, IBM, LSI Logic, Microsoft, Motorola,
Polycom, and RealNetworks. Both patent pools may be
licensed for the commercial use of an H.264/AVC decoder.
Unfortunately, the terms of the license differ.
MPEG LA terms: After the end of a grace period in
December 2004, an end product manufacturer for
encoders or decoders has to pay a unit fee of $0.20 per
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unit after the first 100,000 units that are free each year.
In addition to this fee for the actual soft- or hardware,
certain companies are taxed a participation fee starting
January 2006. Providers of Pay-per-View, download or
Video-on-Demand services pay the lower of 2% of the
sales price or $0.02 for each title. This applies to all
transmission media like cable, satellite, Internet, mobile
and over the air. Subscription services with more than
100,000 but less than 1,000,000 AVC video subscribers
pay a minimum of $0.075 and a maximum of $0.25 per
subscriber per year. Operators of over-the-air free
broadcast services are charged $10,000 per year per
transmitter. Free Internet broadcast is exempt from any
fees until December 2010.
VIA Licensing terms: After the end of a grace period
in December 2004, an end product manufacturer for
encoder or decoders has to pay a unit fee of $0.25 per
unit. A participation or replication fee is not required if
the content is provided for free to the users. A fee of
$0.005 for titles shorter than 30 minutes up to $0.025 for
titles longer than 90 minutes has to be paid for titles that
are permanently sold. For titles that are sold on a temporary basis, the ‘replication fee’ is $0.0025. This patent
pool does not require the payment of any fees as long as
a company distributes less than 50,000 devices and
derives less than $500,000 revenue from its activities
related to devices and content distribution. It appears
that interactive communication services like video
telephony only requires a unit fee but not a participation
fee. While previous standards like MPEG-2 Video also
required a license fee to be paid for every encoder and
decoder, the participation fees established for the use of
H.264/AVC require extra efforts from potential commercial users of H.264/AVC.
Disclaimer: No reliance may be placed on this section
on licensing of H.264/AVC technology without written
confirmation of its contents from an authorized representative.
8. Summary
This new international video coding standard has been
jointly developed and approved by the MPEG group
ISO/IEC and the VCEG group of ITU-T. Compared to previous video coding standards, H.264/AVC provides an
improved coding efficiency and a significant improvement in flexibility for effective use over a wide range of
networks. While H.264/AVC still uses the concept of
block-based motion compensation, it provides some significant changes:
■ Enhanced motion compensation capability using
high precision and multiple reference frames
■ Use of an integer DCT-like transform instead of
the DCT
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■

Enhanced adaptive entropy coding including arithmetic coding
■ Adaptive in-loop deblocking filter
The coding tools of H.264/AVC when used in an optimized
mode allow for bit savings of about 50% compared to previous video coding standards like MPEG-4 and MPEG-2 for
a wide range of bit rates and resolutions. However, these
savings come at the price of an increased complexity. The
decoder is about 2 times as complex as an MPEG-4 Visual
decoder for the Simple profile, and the encoder is about
10 times as complex as a corresponding MPEG-4 Visual
encoder for the Simple profile. The H.264/AVC main profile decoder suitable for entertainment applications is
about four times more complex than MPEG-2. The
encoder complexity depends largely on the algorithms
for motion estimation as well as for the rate-constrained
encoder control. Given the performance increase of VLSI
circuits since the introduction of MPEG-2, H.264/AVC
today is less complex than MPEG-2 in 1994. At this point
commercial companies may already license some technology for implementing an H.264/AVC decoder from two
licensing authorities simplifying the process of building
products on H.264/AVC technology.
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